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ÀBSTRÀCT

Conputational fluid dynanics (CFD) is used to sirnulate the air
flow and heat transfer Ín a Trornbe wall and a solar chirnney. The
CFD results are conpared with calculations using heat transfer
and fluid flow equatÍons for a closed channel with good
agreenent.
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INTRODT'CTION

The information technology revolution of the tg80,s and the
tendency to build deep-plan office buitdings have attributed to
Iarge increases in internal heat production in commercial
buildings. As a result, there has been a vast expansion in the
use of airconditioning systems to control the internal
environ¡rent of such buildings. ÀIthough the expansion in the use

Passive ventitation fôr conmercial buildings has not been popular
in the past mainly due to the following reasons:

(i) outdoor air is usually only accessible to perimeter
zones of about 6¡n fron windows or ventil.ation openings.

(ii) The control of ventilation rates is difficult because
the air flow is l-argely influenced by external
environmental conditions.

(iii) Because of the lack of control, the energy
consurnption can be greater than for mechanicaL
ventilation systems and thermal comfort could also be
¡nore difficuLt to achieve.

(iv) Supply of clean outdoor air rnay be difficult in air-
polluted cities.

Ìlost of these problems, real as they are, could be overcone by
¡uore intelì.igent designs and by advanced control systerns whicb
ar.e nohr available at lov¡ cost. Even some ancient buildings were
passively ventilated using ingenious methods of harnessing and
controll-ing the air flow into the building (Bahadori, 1979).

Most natural ventilation systems rely on wind and buoyancy forces
to create the necessary a.ir motion through the building. Hoh¡ever,
in the absence of rrind, buoyancy al-one may not be sufficient to
provide the required air flow rates. However, by heating the
building fabric using solar irradiance it will- be possible to
enhance the influence of buoyancy as the temperatute difference
between fabric and air increases. The Trombe hlall (Tronbe, et
aI, L977) and the solar chimney (Bouchair, et aI, 1988) have been
shoùrn to be effective nethods of increasing buoyancy. Both of
these systems u.se vertical solar collectors which are nore
effective at louer solar altitudes which would occur in arid
locations in most seasons, except the sumner, and in tenperate
regions for most of the year.

The performance of the Trombe walf as an air collector has been
studied over long periods to predict overall perfonnance (e.9.
Shreeney and l{ormald, 1988) and over short periods Èo determine
the heat transfer characteristics of the colfector (e,g-
Àkberzadeh et al. 1982). Simulations of the heat conduction in
the absorber wa11 have also been carried out using a numerical
solution of the conduction equation to optimize the wall
thickness for the storage and €mission of heat (e.9. Sweeney and
l{orrnald, 1988). The fLoúr and heat convection in the air gap has
been simulated (Borgers and Akbari, 1984) by soLving the no¡nentun
and energy equations using a finite difference rnethod and the
rnixing length turbulence model.

In thj.s paper, a cornputational fJ-uid dynarnics (CFD) Progran
developed by the authors is used to sinulate the air flow and
heat transfer in a Trombe wal-l for heating the outside air
required for ventilation in uinter and for inducing ventiLation
in sumrner. The flow in a solar chirnney is also siurulated for
summer ventilation. The CFD results are compared with
calculations using heat transfer and fì.ow equations for a closed

rchanneL. considering the sirnplifying assumptions made in the
empirical. solutions the agreernent with the cFD resu.l-ts is
generall-y good.
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ÀIR COLLECTOR PERFOR¡,ÍÀ¡¡CE

The performance of an air collector for the ventilation of abuilding be provided,
the air diurnal andseasonal performancepararnete transfer andair fLo!'¡ D simulationof the flor¡. Both of these techniques are considered here andthe results obtained from the¡n are compared in the next section.
Sínplif iecl ÀnaLytical Àpproach

considering buoyancy effects only (i.e. excruding wind effects)
the voLurne of air f).ow rate, V (ns/s), produced b¡ a vertical aircoll-ector is given by:

where Ir7 is the channel width and h is the distance between the
two walls. For a narrow channel (i-e. I{ >> h) Dh ã 2h'

The convective heat transfer between the coLlector surface and
air is given by:

Q : h. A (Tr - Tai) (6)

$¡here h^ is the convective heat transfer coefficient, A is the
surface'area and I, and T., are the ternperatures of r^talL and inlet
air. The heat tránsfer'éoefficient h. can be evaluated using:

Nu : o.o9 Ral/3 (7)

for turbulent flow (1013 > Ra > l-oe),

Nu = o.53 Ral/a (8)

The Nusselt number Nu and thefor laminar flow (1oe > Ra > 101) .

RayÌeigh nurnber Ra are given bY:

l¡u = h" y,/k

Ra=PrGr

vrhere Pr : U"Cr/k = Prandtl's number

cr = gßy3(Te - Tai)/u2 = Grashof's number

The air temperature in the col-lector at any height y above the
infet is obtained fron:

T. = A/B + (Tai - A/B) exp(-B w v/ñce) (e)

whereÀ:hrTr+hsTs
B:hr+h,

and subscripts w and g refer to wall and glazíng (as in a Tronbe
wall), t., is the inlét air temperature and ir is the mass floüt
rate'of áir in the collector. For heat transfer from one surface
only, equation (9) reduces to:

T" = T, + (Te¡ - Te) exp(-h, w yTrirco) (10)

Further details are gÍven in Àppendices (À) and (B).
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where Ti and T. are the inLet and nean air ternperatures of the
collector (K), H is the height between inlet and outlet openings
and (Cd À). is the product of effective discharge coefficient and
area of the collector openings, Fig. 5(a). This is given by:
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for openings in series, where n is the number of openings.

The pressure losses in the coll-ector can be evaluated using:
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where the Krs are the pressure Loss coefficients, the Ars are theflow areas, H is the hei.ght betr^reen the Èop and bottom openings,
p is the air densÍty and v is the rnean veiocity, suUsciipts-i,
d, o and m refer to inlet, damper (or other fittings), outlet andchannel respectiveJ.y. The hydraulic diameter of the channel, Dn,
is given by:

CFD AOLUTION

The analysis given earLier can be used for the sizing of vertical
air collèctor! but does not provide infor¡nation on the air flow
patterns in the collector or the buiLding which it serves' the
iatter requj.res the application of a cornputational fluid dynarnics
(CFD) progran.
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equations, the energy equation and the equations for the
turbulence energy (k) and its dissipation (e). These equations
have the general form:

ôôðO

-1pu¡ó)=l-(ro^ 
)+so (11)

dx¡ dXi dXi

convection diffusion source

where the dependent variabte 6 represents the velocity components
U, V and w, the temperature T, the turbulence scales k and e and
I- is the difusion coeficient. The source term S^ is given by
dlfferent expressions for each O. À staggered griá is used for
solving the equations using the SIMPLE pressure correction
procedure. At solid boundaries walL function expressions are
used for the first grid point from the boundary. The iterative
solution procedure is repeated untif a converged sol-ution is
achieved (Àwbi, 1991, Àwbi and Gan, 1991).

$Ihen a CFD program is used for predicting buoyancy-driven fì,ows
it is necessary to knos¡ the pressure difference between the air
inlet and outlet openings which is required for BernoulLi's
equation to specify the air flovJ rate into the syste¡î. Equation
(1) is used to calcuÌate the fl-ow into the coll-ector for every
iteration.

RES¡tLÎS À¡ID DTSCUSSTON

Tronbe wall

Trombe r¡all- col-lectors have traditionally been used for space
heating by allowing air fron the roon to enter near the botton
of the walL which is heated by the collector and then returned
back to the room at high Level-. This does not normalLy incJ.ude
fresh aír supply to the room and assumes that fresh air is
provided fortuitously by air infiLtration through the building
fabric. However, as nodern rnethods of construction produce
tighter building fabric attention should be directed towards
controllable provision of fresh air to the building. À Trombe
u¡a1l coll-ector is a passive ventilator lthich can provide means
of controlting the air flow using dampers. The perfornance of
a Trombe v¡al1 collector as a passive ventilator is denonstrated
here for winter and summer situations.
À room 5m long x 3.4m wide x 2.8n high is used in this study.
À collector walL of thickness o.3m having the same width and
height as the roorn is situated at one end of the room. The
distance beth¡een the waLl and the glazing is 0.1n. Vlhen the
outside air reguires heating the air enters through an external-
slot 1.2m x o.l-m at a height of 0.2m fro¡n the fLoor and leaves
through two slots o.6n x 0.1m each at a heighL of 2.5n from the
fLoor. If the outside air is supptied directJ-y into the roorn it
enters through a window on a wall- opposite the collector and
enters the bottorn of the collector through tvto 0.6m x 0.1m sLots
open to the roorn, and leaves at the top of the coll-ector through
a single 1.2m x o.1n slot.

The results of the cFD simulations are cornpared with those
calculated using equations (1) and (10) in Table 1 and Figure 1.

Table 1 calculated and si¡nulated flow rates for a Trombe wall

Case GrH t.")r"i."Ï'("c)
Tn outLet tenP (oc) Flow rate (m5ls)

Calcul-ated Simulated Catculated Si¡nulated

1 4. Ox10
2 2.8xLO
3 5. Oxl,o

o.o
5.0
2.6

30
30
50

10
20
20

L4.2
18. 6
2A -7

1s. 6
20.o
28.O

10I
101
102

0.080
o.075
0.091

0. 088
0.078
0. 110

* Gr* is based on (TH - Tai) and H

surfaces.

this can be reduced by internally insulating the wall'

solar Chinney

À solar chinney added to the south or south vtest hlall of a

buitding can be heated by solar energy.and the heat sto-red in its
fabric is then utilised for ventilation by opening darnpers as

shown in Fiq. 5(b).

The purpose of the chirnney is to provide passive ventilation and
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APPENDIX (A)

AIR FLOW IN COI,LECTOR

Buoyancy Equation

The buoyancy (stack) Pressure, p, at a point distance y above a

datum is:
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Fig. 7 Velocity and tcmpcrature prollles at the exlt ftom a solar chlmney

P:po-pgy
k¡here p^ is the datum pressure (Pa) and p

(kg7rn3¡-." The pressure difference, dp,
è"óãt"t"a by a vèrtical- dj.sptacenent dy is:

dp : - ppg dy = -Po9 Tr/T dY

oa 1-0

Fi9

is the air
betureen two

(À.1)

density
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Fig. 6 Effect of chimney wall temperature on the flow râte

8 Predicted velocitY vectors and
isotherms in a solar chimneY

Left: two heated walls
Right: one heated wall

Temperature: inlet air = 2ooc
heated waII = 50oC

unheated waII : 2ooC

where p" is the air density at a reference temperature To (K) and
T is thè air temPerature (K) -

Integrating Eguation (A-2) gives. the pressure difference, ÀP,

betwéen ttré lower and 
'upper bpenings of the wall- shown in rig.

5(a):

rl-
Àp:poTogH (A'3)

Ti Te

where H is the vertical spacing of the two openings (n) and Tt

å.ta t" are the air ternper.it."= at either side of the openings'

The air volume fLov¡ rate, ü, through the two openings is:

v: (ca A)e JQ^P/p) (4.4)

where (c¿ A). is the product of effective discharge coefficient
and area"of'€ne flor òpenings. Substituting for Ap fron. Equation
(À.3) and taking the rèference tenperature as To = T. = à(Ti+ Te)'
we find that:

V = (Co À).
11

2gH Tm

Ti T"
(À. s)

(A.2)

o.l 0

I o.08
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In Equations (A-4) and (.A.5) the pressure loss in the gap bet$teen
the two surfaces has been ignor:d because this is usuaJ-Iy smalJ-

in comparison with the pressure loss at the inl-et and outlet
(Tronbå, et al., 1977). In the case of the collector shown in
iig. S(å) tne air tenperature over the col-l-ector surface varies
beÉween th" inl"t temperature, T;, and the exit ternperature, T".
Defining the mean ternperature as Tm: L(Ti+ T") then T" = ?T'-J,'-:
Substituting for T" in Equation (À.5) and assuming that T" = TiT"

{guation (À'5) becones:

^l

Tr-Ti
4sH(-)

Tn

rril

\

ttl

b!ú (n) Velocltyscalellm/s
V: (CoÀ)

.na1

(A.6)



Th ther
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pr and
tn each
opening. Hence, from Equation (À.4) for openings in parallel-:

(c¿ A). =r!r,"0 o,, (A.7)

!'¡here n is the number of openings.

For openings in series (i.e. the same flow entering one opening l
and leaving through another opening) the fLow rate through each
opening is the same but the pressure difference across the
oþenings is the sum of the pressure difference across each :

ofenini. Hence, from Equation ia.4) for openings in series:

be written in terms of mean channel velocity as:

H\tAr'À,2
ÂP : t 4f 

-+ 
Ki (-) + K, (-) + Ko (-)

Dh Ài Àd Ào
I àp,V"z (À.11)

where the area ratios represent the nean duct area, À,, to the
opening area.

APPENDIX (B)

HEAT TRÀNSFER IN COLLECTOR

Convection Heat Transfer Coefficient

The convective heat transfer between a surface at temperature Tr
and air at a bulk ternPerature T", is:

Q : h. A (Tr - Tai) (B'1)

where h" is the surface heat transfer coefficj.ent and A is the
surface'area. For turbulent fl-ow involving a verticaL wall h"
can be obtained from an expression such as (Holman, 1990):

Nu : o-1 Ral/3 (8.2)

for 1013 > Ra> 109. rn this equation:

Nu = h" Y/R = Nusseltrs number

Ra = Pr Gr = Rayleigh's number

Py = ¡tcr/k = Prandtl-rs nurnber

cr : gßy3(T! - Tai) ¡v2 : Graslnof's number

In a Trombe wall channel it has been found (Akbarzadeh at al.
L982) that Equation (8.2) overestirnates h. by about 10? and a
better correlation with measuretnents l¡tas achieved using:

Nu = o,o9 Ra1/3

(loe > Ra > 101) Holrnan (1990)

Nu = 0.59 Ral/a

In the case of a Tronbe v¡all channel and assurning that Equation
(8.4) overesti¡nates hc also by 10å the equation for laninar flow
becones:

Nu = 0.53 Ra1/a (8.5)

Ilhen convective heat transfer occurs on the two surfaces of a
channel Eguations (B.3) and (B'5) are applied to each surface to
obtain the heat transfer coefficienÈ for the two surfaces. In
this case Tr represents the tenperature of the v/all- and T"; is the

I

Àcd
(A.8 ) I

¿

ii=1

Pressure lJosses

For an air collector the buoyancy pressure rnust equal to the sum
of all the pressure losses as a result of the air flow- the
pressure losses are at the inlet and outfet openings of the
ðhannel, across fittings such as dampers, and fluid friction at
the channel walls. thèrefore, the total pressure loss ÅP is:

ÂP = AP¡ + ÀPd + ÂPr + ÂPo (À.9)

where Ae, = K, àp,v,z = pressure l-oss at inlet opening

ÀPo : Ko L,p¿Y¿z = pressure loss across a darnper

ÂPo = Ko \poYo? = pressure l-oss at outlet opening

Áe, = 4¡ HTon àprv,z = pressure loss in duct due to friction.

In the above expressions K is the pressure l-oss coefficient, p

is the locaL air density, V is a reference velocity, pn and vm

are mean values for the duct, f is the friction factor, H is the
height (length) of duct and the hydraulic d5-ameter, Dn, is given
by:

2Wh
D¡: _ (À.10)

I^7+h

vJhere W is the width of duct section and h is the distance
betr¡reen the tvto duct walls. For a narro$, channel (e-9. Tronbe
collector), D¡ ã 2h.

Àssurning that density variations are snall-, Equation (À.9) may

I
I

I

1

i

i

For Laminar flow
expression:

(B.3)

gives the

(8.4)



inl-et air tenperature to the channel

Àir Tenperature in collector

The increase in air temperature of the col-lector is due to heat
transfer by convection from the wall and gJ.azing surfaces. For
an element of thickness dy at a height y fron the coll-ector base
an energy balance gives (see Fig. 5(a)):

rir ôt"

- 
Co- : h, (T, - Tu) + hs (Ts - T") (8.6)

wdy

I{here in is tne mass flov, rate of air (kgls), W is the width of
coLlector, Co is the specific heat of air, T" and Ta are the h¡al-I
and glazing ternperatures and h, and ho are the corrèsponding heat
transfer coefficients. Integratiirg Equation (B.6) and
rearranging, the air ternperature at any point in the collector
wilL be given by:

T. = A/B + (Tur - A/B) exp(-B t'l y/iìce) (8.7)

where T., is the inl-et air temperature and A and B are given as:

À=hrTr*hnTn

B=hr+hs

If one of the walls (e.9. gJ.azing) is assuned adiabatic, then
Equation (8.7) becornes:

T" = T, + (Tui - Tr) exp (-h, !Ù yTrirco) (8.8)


